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ABSTRACT: Adhesamine is an organic small molecule that
promotes adhesion and growth of cultured human cells by
binding selectively to heparan sulfate on the cell surface. The
present study combined chemical, physicochemical, and cell
biological experiments, using adhesamine and its analogues, to
examine the mechanism by which this dumbbell-shaped, non-
peptidic molecule induces physiologically relevant cell
adhesion. The results suggest that multiple adhesamine
molecules cooperatively bind to heparan sulfate and induce
its assembly, promoting clustering of heparan sulfate-bound syndecan-4 on the cell surface. A pilot study showed that adhesamine
improved the viability and attachment of transplanted cells in mice. Further studies of adhesamine and other small molecules
could lead to the design of assembly-inducing molecules for use in cell biology and cell therapy.

■ INTRODUCTION

Adhesamine (1) has been discovered by cell-based screening of
an in-house chemical library as a small molecule that promotes
adhesion and growth of cultured human cells.1 Adhesamine has
been demonstrated to promote normal, physiologically relevant
cell adhesion: the cell adhesion induced by adhesamine is
accompanied by phosphorylation of focal adhesion kinase
(FAK) and extracellular signal-related kinase (ERK), actin
reorganization, and focal adhesion formation. The unique
structure of this dumbbell-shaped molecule may provide a basis
for the design of completely defined, synthetic organic
molecules that are useful for biological and medical
applications.1,2

Results of previous chemical, biochemical, and cell biological
analyses suggested that the molecular target of adhesamine is
heparan sulfate on the cell surface.1 A number of heparan
sulfate-binding molecules have been reported in addition to
adhesamine.3 However, to our knowledge, only peptidic
molecules have previously been shown to enhance cell adhesion
through “agonistic” activities; adhesamine appears to be the first
non-peptidic small organic molecule that promotes physio-
logical cell adhesion. It has remained unknown how this organic

small molecule promotes cell adhesion and growth by binding
selectively to heparan sulfate. The present study reports an
attempted elucidation of the molecular mechanism of the small-
molecule-induced physiological cell adhesion.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure−Activity Relationship. Previous structure−
activity relationship studies1 indicated that both the aromatic
and dispirotripiperazine moieties are essential and that the
aldehyde groups can be reduced or changed without affecting
the biological activity. It was also suggested that the positively
charged nitrogen atoms in the central segment (Figure 1) are
important but not sufficient for the interaction with negatively
charged heparan sulfate; an adhesamine analogue with no
positive charge or the dispirotripiperazine alone exhibit no
detectable biological activity. The shape of the positively
charged dispirotripiperazine skeleton appeared to be critical. To
examine the conformation of the dispirotripiperazine moiety,
we conducted X-ray crystallographic analysis of adhesamine
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(Figure 1). In the crystal structure, each of the three piperazine
rings adopts a chair conformation, oriented perpendicular to
one another, and the dispirotripiperazine moiety displays an
overall linear structure.
To determine the mechanistic role of the dispirotripiperazine

segment, we chemically synthesized and biologically evaluated
adhesamine analogues in which that segment was modified
(Figure 2). The cell adhesion activities of the analogues were

measured using Jurkat cells, which are floating human
lymphoma cells. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was
employed to estimate the affinity of the analogues to heparin
oligosaccharides, simple models of heparan sulfate. These
purified, fractionated oligomers are made from heparin by
controlled deaminative cleavage. Although their electrophoretic
mobilities on a polyacrylamide gel were consistent with their
lengths (Supporting Information Figure S1), their structures
are not completely defined. Thus, experimental thermodynamic
data were treated as apparent values.
Molecule 2, an adhesamine analogue in which a positively

charged nitrogen atom was replaced by a carbon atom, failed to
bind to heparin decasaccharide under the test conditions,
generating no detectable ΔH (the change in enthalpy) value,
and exhibited no detectable effect on cell attachment
(Supporting Information Figures S2 and S3a). These results
suggest that the two positively charged nitrogen atoms are
essential for adhesamine to be effective.
Molecules 3−5, in which the distance between the two

important nitrogen atoms was extended, also failed to bind to
heparin decasaccharide or affect cell adhesion (Supporting
Information Figures S2 and S3b-d). These results suggest that
the two positively charged nitrogen atoms need to be in close
proximity for the molecule to bind to heparin and exhibit
biological activity.
Cooperative Association of Adhesamine with Hep-

arin. While evaluating the affinity of adhesamine for heparin

oligosaccharides with different lengths (hexa, octa, and deca)
using ITC, we noted an interesting trend: ΔH and ΔG (Gibbs’s
free energy) values were dependent on the length of the
heparin oligosaccharide. The experiment with hexasaccharide
generated no ΔH value under the test conditions, while
experiments with octasaccharide and decasaccharide resulted in
apparent ΔH values of −3.9 and −8.3 kcal/mol of adhesamine,
and apparent ΔG values of −7.4 and −7.7 kcal/mol,
respectively. The numbers of bound adhesamine molecules
and the entropy loss of the binding were also related to the
length of the oligosaccharide: 4.48 molecules for an
octasaccharide and 6.41 molecules for a decasaccharide;
apparent ΔS (the change in entropy) values were 11.7 cal/
mol·deg for octasaccahride and −2.11 cal/mol·deg for
decasaccahride (Table 1 and Supporting Information Figure

S4). Such thermodynamic characteristics are often observed in
a cooperative interaction of multiple ligands with a receptor,
including DNA−protein interactions,4 suggesting that the
interaction of adhesamine with heparin is not a collection of
independent 1:1 complexations.

Design and Evaluation of Dimer-like Molecule 6. Close
examination of the X-ray crystal structure of adhesamine
revealed that two adhesamine molecules interact with each
other through parallel displaced π−π stacking of pyrimidine
rings (Figure 1). Although there was a possibility that the
stacking interaction was due to crystal packing, we hypothe-
sized that a similar self-association of adhesamine might take
place upon cooperative binding to heparan sulfate in solution.
The hypothesis was tested by synthesizing a dimer-like

molecule (6), in which two molecules of adhesamine were
covalently conjugated by replacing two pyrimidine rings with an
alkyl linker (Figure 2). Our prediction was that conjugate 6
would be biologically active and behave just like a dimer in ITC
experiments.
As predicted, conjugate 6 promoted cell adhesion at

essentially the same levels as adhesamine (Supporting
Information Figure S5). ITC measurements for conjugate 6
gave apparent ΔH values of −8.0, −11.6, and −16.8 kcal/mol,
respectively, for hexa-, octa-, and decasaccharides, which are

Figure 1. X-ray crystal structure of adhesamine (1). Counteranions
(TFA) and water molecules are omitted for clarity. CCDC: 850155.

Figure 2. Chemical structures of adhesamine analogues. Counter-
anions (TFA) are omitted for clarity.

Table 1. Thermodynamic Values for the Interaction of
Adhesamine (1) or Conjugate 6 with Heparin
Oligosaccharidesa

heparin
oligosaccharide

appΔH
(kcal/mol)

appΔG
(kcal/mol)

appΔS
(cal/mol·deg) appnb

1 +
hexasaccharide

nd nd nd nd

1 +
octasaccharide

−3.94 −7.43 11.7 4.48

1 +
decasaccharide

−8.34 −7.71 −2.11 6.41

6 +
tetrasaccharide

nd nd nd nd

6 +
hexasaccharide

−8.02 −7.85 −0.56 1.98

6 +
octasaccharide

−11.56 −7.84 −12.5 2.19

6 +
decasaccharide

−16.78 −8.20 −28.8 2.99

aAll data were collected in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0)
containing 10 mM NaCl and 2% (v/v) DMSO at 25 °C. nd = not
detectable. app = apparent values. bNumber of molecules of 1 or 6 per
oligosaccharide.
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approximately twice the values for adhesamine (Table 1 and
Supporting Information Figure S6). ΔH values of conjugate 6
were dependent on the length of the heparin oligosaccharide,
suggesting a cooperative interaction. ITC results showed that
1.98 conjugate 6 molecules were associated with a heparin
hexasaccharide, 2.19 molecules with an octasaccharide, and 2.99
with a decasaccharide. These numbers are approximately half
those obtained for adhesamine, supporting our hypothesis that
conjugate 6 mimics a dimer of adhesamine. It is interesting to
note that the sample of octasaccharide showed a ΔH value
larger than that of hexasaccharide, but smaller than that of
decasaccharide. The intermediate ΔH value might be due to the
intermediate size of the octasaccharide, which is long enough to
accommodate two molecules of conjugate 6, but not three. The
observed ΔH value could reflect a mixture of 1:2 and
incomplete 1:3 complexes.
These thermodynamic data are mostly consistent with our

model of cooperative association of adhesamine. However,
detailed examination of the data pointed out two intriguing
properties. One is the inability of conjugate 6 to exhibit
detectable ΔH values with a tetrasaccharide, or adhesamine
with a hexasaccharide. The observation that 1.98 or 2.99
molecules of conjugate 6 bind to hexa- or decasaccharide,
respectively, suggests that one molecule of conjugate 6 requires
at least a trisaccharide for its interaction. Similarly, the
observation that 4.48 or 6.41 molecules of adhesamine bind
to octa- or decasaccharide, respectively, suggests that two
molecules of adhesamine require a host saccharide slightly
longer than a trisaccharide. Although this estimation leads to
the assumption that one molecule of conjugate 6 binds to a
tetrasaccharide, or that 3−4 molecules of adhesamine bind to a
hexasaccharide, we failed to detect their ΔH values. One likely
explanation would be that the cooperative interaction of these
molecules was insufficient to generate detectable ΔH under the
experimental conditions. In a cooperative interaction, multiple
ligands potentiate their affinity to a macromolecular target by
interacting with each other. Cooperative association of more
than two molecules of conjugate 6, or more than 4−5
molecules of adhesamine might be necessary for detectable
affinity.
Another point to note is that adhesamine has a more

favorable ΔS value than conjugate 6. Linking two independent
ligands usually results in a ΔS more favorable for the
interaction, because when linked ligands bind, the entropy
cost of restricting ligand rotation and translation only needs to
be paid once.5 The more favorable ΔS values we observed for
adhesamine might be due to a number of other factors that
influence the amount of entropy in a system. One possibility is
entropy−enthalpy compensation, in which binding that is
tighter or more favorable in terms of enthalpy results in greater
entropic restriction.6 The covalent linkage of conjugate 6 might
restrict the conformational flexibility of its entire complex,
which would have an unfavorable effects on entropy. Another
possibility is preorganization of ligands where ligands are
conformationally prepared and desolvated, prior to their
interaction with the host. As observed in the crystal structure,
multiple adhesamine molecules might already have been self-
assembled and desolvated to some degree without a heparin
saccharide in solution, reducing the beneficial entropic effects of
connecting two ligands with a relatively flexible alkyl linker. The
unusual ΔS values observed for conjugate 6 are likely to arise
from complex interplays of various factors, and particular care
needs to be taken in their interpretation. Nevertheless these

thermodynamic data are consistent overall with the cooperative
association model. Further studies including structural analysis
are needed to confirm the model.
CD titration experiments7 were performed to compare the

interactions of heparin with adhesamine and conjugate 6
(Supporting Information Figure S7). Adhesamine alone
exhibited no CD signals; however, addition of heparin induced
negative and positive Cotton effects at 326 and 271 nm,
respectively, which are close to the absorption wavelengths of
adhesamine. Similar Cotton effects were observed when
heparin was added to conjugate 6, suggesting that conjugate
6 and adhesamine bind to heparin in an analogous manner.
These results provide further support for our hypothesis that
conjugate 6 mimics a dimer of adhesamine.

Design and Evaluation of Molecules 7 and 8. To
further test the cooperative-binding hypothesis, we synthesized
and evaluated molecule 7 and conjugate 8, which lacked one of
the two pyrimidine rings of adhesamine (1) or conjugate 6,
respectively (Figure 2). If our hypothesis is correct, molecules 7
and 8 would exhibit less affinity to heparin due to reduced
cooperativity. The lack of a pyrimidine ring at one end would
allow conjugates 7 and 8 to form a dimer, but not oligomers,
upon binding to an oligosaccharide, independent of the length
of oligosaccharide.
ITC analysis showed that molecule 7 generated no detectable

ΔH value when mixed with heparin polymer (Figure 3 and

Supporting Information Figure S8), perhaps due to its inability
to undergo pyrimidine-mediated oligomerization. When
molecule 7 was doped into a sample of adhesamine, the
binding of adhesamine to heparin polymer decreased, possibly
because molecule 7 terminates the cooperativity (Figure 3). On
the other hand, conjugate 8 exhibited similar ΔH and ΔG
values for different oligosaccharides: apparent ΔH = −4.4,
−3.3, and −4.8 kcal/mol, and apparent ΔG = −6.90, −7.00,
and −7.00 kcal/mol for hexa-, octa-, and decasaccharides,
respectively (Table 2 and Supporting Information Figure S9).
The numbers of conjugate 8 molecules that were associated
with a heparin oligosaccharide were also close to each other:
2.32, 2.07, and 2.34 molecules for hexa-, octa-, and
decasaccharides, respectively. Overall, these results support

Figure 3. Inhibitory effects of molecule 7 on the interaction between
adhesamine and heparin. ITC experiments are performed for
monitoring the adhesamine-heparin interactions in the presence or
absence of molecule 7. The concentration of heparin was 50 μM.
Integrated heat data are shown. Individual tracings are (■) 7 (150
μM), (⧫) adhesamine (150 μM), and (▲) a mixture of adhesamine
(150 μM) and 7 (150 μM). All data were collected in 50 mM sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) containing 10 mM NaCl and 2% (v/v)
DMSO at 25 °C.
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the hypothesis that multiple adhesamine molecules coopera-
tively bind to heparin through oligomerization induced by
prymidine−prymidine interactions.
Although the stoichiometries (n) of conjugates 6 and 8 for

hexasaccharides are close, the ΔH values of these conjugates are
significantly different. One possible explanation would be
participation of the pyrimidine moiety in the association with
heparin oligosaccharides in addition to its role in mediating
oligomerization. Further studies are needed to clarify the exact
roles of the pyrimidine moiety.
Comparison with Synthetic Heparin Oligomers. In the

ITC experiments described above, we used purified oligomers
made from naturally occurring heparin. These fractionated
oligomers consist of variably sulfated, heterogeneous saccha-
rides: glucuronic acid (GlcA) or iduronic acid (IdoA) and
glucosamine (GlcN). For a comparison, we prepared two
structurally defined heparin oligomers: octasaccharide
(GlcNS6S-IdoA2S)4-OMe and decasaccharide (GlcNS6S-
IdoA2S)5-OMe (Figure 4). These fully sulfated versions of

heparin oligomers were chemically synthesized through an
iterative oligomerization employing a GlcN-IdoA thioglycoside
donor disaccharide bearing a GlcN-6-OBz protecting group.8

The oligosaccharides were of high chemical purity and were
fully characterized by mass spectrometry, 800 MHz NMR, and
PAGE to demonstrate comparability with digest length
heparins.8

When these synthetic oligomers were used for experiments,
adhesamine (1) exhibited the ΔH and ΔG values dependent on
the length of the synthetic heparin oligomer, providing further
support for our model (Supporting Information Figure S10).
Molecule 7, which lacks one of the two pyrimidine rings,
generated no detectable ΔH value (Supporting Information
Figure S11). These results are consistent with those with the
fractionated heparin oligomers and support our model of

cooperative association through pyrimidine−pyrimidine inter-
actions.
We also noted that larger numbers of adhesamine bound to

the fully sulfated synthetic heparin oligomers with larger ΔH
values than to the fractionated ones (Table 1 and Supporting
Information Figure S10c). The fractionated oligomers are
mixtures of variably sulfated saccharides and generally less
sulfated than the synthetic oligomers we used, suggesting the
importance of sulfation levels for the interaction.

Selectivity of Adhesamine and Dimer-like Molecule 6.
Cooperative interactions have well been studied in DNA-
binding peptide dimers. Covalently conjugated peptide dimers
usually have higher affinity for DNA, but lower sequence
selectivity, than naturally occurring non-covalent peptide
dimers, suggesting that cooperative interaction plays a role in
the finely tuned sequence recognition of DNA.9 Adhesamine,
which discriminates heparan sulfate/heparin from other
negatively charged glycosaminoglycans,1 may achieve its
selectivity by cooperative interaction with heparan sulfate/
heparin. ITC experiments were conducted to compare the
affinities of adhesamine and conjugate 6 for heparin vs
chondroitin sulfate, another heavily sulfated glycosaminoglycan
(Table 3 and Supporting Information Figure S12). We used

commercially available purified, fractionated heparin and
chondroitin sulfate polymers of highest possible quality
(average molecular weights: 15 kDa for heparin and 37.5 kDa
for chondroitin sulfate). Adhesamine exhibited a strong affinity
for heparin (apparent ΔG = −11.1 kcal/mol), but no detectable
affinity for chondroitin sulfate. Conjugate 6 displayed less
selectivity, with apparent ΔG values of −12.0 and −10.4 kcal/
mol for heparin and chondroitin sulfate, respectively.
Cooperative association mediated by non-covalent interactions
of adhesamine molecules might be important in achieving
adhesamine’s selectivity for heparan sulfate/heparin.

Heparin Assembly. ITC analysis of the affinity of
adhesamine for heparin polymer showed an enthalpy change
larger than the values anticipated from those for octa- and
decasaccharides (apparent ΔH = −220 kcal/mol; Tables 1 and
3). Similar sharp increases in enthalpy changes have been
observed in cases of large conformational changes10 or self-
assemblies, and clustering of heparan sulfate-bound syndecans
is known to be important for physiological cell attachment.11

Therefore, we hypothesized that adhesamine induces clustering
or assemblies of heparan sulfate/heparin. To confirm the
adhesamine-induced assembly of heparin, dynamic light
scattering (DLS) experiments were carried out.12 The intensity
correlation function of heparin was larger and decreased more
slowly in the presence of adhesamine than in the absence of

Table 2. Thermodynamic Values for the Interaction of
Conjugate 8 with Heparin Oligosaccharidesa

heparin
oligosaccharide

appΔH
(kcal/mol)

appΔG
(kcal/mol)

appΔS
(cal/mol·deg) appnb

hexasaccharide −4.41 −6.90 8.34 2.32
octasaccharide −3.28 −7.00 12.5 2.07
decasaccharide −4.76 −7.00 7.53 2.34

aAll data were collected in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0)
containing 10 mM NaCl and 2% (v/v) DMSO at 25 °C. bNumber of
molecules of 8 per oligosaccharide.

Figure 4. Chemical structures of synthetic heparin oligosaccharides:
(a) synthetic octasaccharide (GlcNS6S-IdoA2S)4-OMe); (b) synthetic
decasaccharide (GlcNS6S-IdoA2S)5-OMe).

Table 3. Thermodynamic Values for the Interaction of 1 or 6
with Heparin or Chondroitin Sulfate Aa

appΔH
(kcal/mol)

appΔG
(kcal/mol)

appΔS
(cal/mol·deg)

1 + heparin −219.4 −11.1 −699
1 + chondroitin
sulfate A

nd nd nd

6 + heparin −139.8 −12.0 −429
6 + chondroitin
sulfate A

−91.7 −10.4 −272

aAll data were collected in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0)
containing 10 mM NaCl and 2% (v/v) DMSO at 25 °C. nd = not
detectable, app =apparent values.
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adhesamine, whereas that of chondroitin sulfate was essentially
unchanged in the presence of adhesamine (Supporting
Information Figure S13). The calculated hydrodynamic radii
of adhesamine−heparin clusters were ∼100 times larger than
the radii of the control samples (Figure 5). These results
indicate that adhesamine induces assemblies of heparin but not
of chondroitin sulfate A.

Syndecans Clustering on the Cell Surface. Immunos-
taining experiments using mouse NIH3T3 cells were conducted
to examine the ability of adhesamine to induce the clustering of
the heparan sulfate-bound syndecans on the cell surface. We
used fibronectin (10 μg/mL) as a positive control, which has
been shown to induce cell spreading at this concentration.13

Similar to fibronectin, adhesamine induced large dots of
syndecan-4, a heparan sulfate-bound syndecan that is known
to be involved in cell attachment, whereas the control treatment
with DMSO alone showed less clustering of syndecan-4 (Figure
6A, and its statistical analysis in Figure 6B). Physiological cell
attachment by fibronectin or adhesamine was comfirmed by
observation of actin stress fiber formation (Figure 6A). In
contrast to syndecan-4, adhesamine exhibited no statistically
significant clustering of syndecan-1 or syndecan-2 (Supporting
Information Figure S14). Immunostaining patterns of synde-
can-3 were not clearly observed even with fibronectin, and
syndecan-3 transcript was not detectable by RT-PCR.
To confirm the contribution of each syndecan, we performed

siRNA knockdown experiments of syndecan-1, -2, and -4 by
using a mixture of four siRNAs for each syndecan. Adhesamine
induced clear cell spreading of the cells transfected with a
negative control siRNA. In contrast, knockdown of syndecan-4
resulted in the most significant reduction of adhesamine-
induced cell spreading among the syndecans we tested (Figure
7), while all the syndecans were knocked down equally well as
judged by RT-PCR (Supporting Information Figure S15). The
selectivity of the syndecan-4 knockdown was confirmed by
using two other commercially available siRNAs for syndecan-4,
which also reduced adhesamine-induced cell spreading
(Supporting Information Figure S16). These results collectively
suggest that syndecan-4 is essential in the adhesamine-induced
cell adhesion.
Consistent with our results with adhesamine, clustering of

syndecan-4 is known to play a pivotal role in cell adhesion.14

Syndecan-4 is associated with focal adhesions that form on
substrates of fibronectin, laminin, vitronectin, or type I
collagen.15 Overexpression of syndecan-4 leads to enhanced
focal adhesion assembly and reduced cell motility, whereas
syndecan-4 mutants show reduced focal adhesion assembly and
cell spreading.16

Figure 5. Heparin assembly observed by DLS. The size distribution
functions were obtained utilizing manual fitting procedure for analysis
of DLS results (Supporting Information Figure S13). Rh showed
hydrodynamic radii. Individual tracings are (green) heparin (4 μM),
(blue) chondroitin sulfate A (20 μM), (orange) adhesamine (150
μM), (red) heparin (4 μM) plus adhesamine (150 μM), and (cyan)
chondroitin sulfate A (20 μM) plus adhesamine (150 μM).

Figure 6. (A) Representative immunofluorescent images. NIH3T3
cells plated on glass plates were serum-starved for 24 h and then
incubated with adhesamine (6 or 60 μM), DMSO (1%), or fibronectin
(10 μg/mL) for 2 h. After fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde, the cells
were subjected to fluorescent staining with an anti-syndecan-4
antibody (5G9), DAPI (nucleus), and rhodamine phalloidin (actin
stress fiber). Scale bar = 10 μm. (B) Quantification of syndecan-4
clustering. Using Image-J Software, an individual cell was analyzed by
counting the number of green dots which represent syndecan-4
clustering. Clustering data were pooled from three independent
experiments. *P < 0.05 compared with the control group (n = 9 cells).
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Pilot Studies in Vivo. Extracellular matrix-induced
clustering of heparan sulfate-bound syndecans is known to be
an important driving force for cell adhesion and cell viability.11

The ability of adhesamine to induce assembly of heparin in vitro
and clustering of heparan sulfate-bound syndecans in cell
culture prompted us to examine the extracellular matrix-like
effects of adhesamine in living animals. Controlled incorpo-
ration of transplanted cells in host tissues and organs is a major
challenge in cell therapy or in generating disease models, and
co-injection of extracellular matrix is known to promote
engraftment of cells injected in living animals.17,18 We
conducted pilot animal studies (Figure 8) in which luciferase-
labeled NIH3T3 cells19 were injected subcutaneously into skin
wounds in mice, with or without adhesamine. In the absence of
adhesamine, the transplanted cells declined to an undetectable

level 2 d after transplantation. In contrast, co-injection with
adhesamine (50 μg/mL [∼60 μM]) promoted viability, at
comparable levels to those of Matrigel (10 mg/mL), a
solubilized basement membrane from mouse sarcoma which
has well been known to support cell survival of grafted cells in
vivo animal models at this concentration.17

We also examined if adhesamine is useful in generating
mouse xenografts of human cancer cells. Luciferase-labeled
B16-BL6 melanoma cells were injected into mice from the tails,
and luciferase activities in lungs were measured (Figure 9). Co-

injection of adhesamine (50 μg/mL [∼60 μM]) increased lung
metastasis 1.8 ± 0.25 folds, just as co-injection of Matrigel (10
mg/mL), which has previously been used for xenotransplant
models.18

These results demonstrate that the non-peptidic, chemically
defined small molecule improved survival of the grafted cells as
much as Matrigel, an undefined mixture of proteins and growth
factors. Matrigel’s gelatinous physical properties are thought to
resemble the extracellular environment that promotes survival
of suspended cells. Further investigation is needed for
understanding whether and how adhesamine mimics such
environment. The ability of adhesamine to induce cell-surface
assemblies might provide one possible explanation. Although
the utility of adhesamine and its analogues requires validation
and optimization through further animal studies, the present
results provide a step forward in the application of these small
molecules in cell therapy.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, results of the present study suggest that
adhesamine binds cooperatively and selectively to cell-surface
heparan sulfate, induces clustering of syndecan-4, and thereby
promotes physiological cell adhesion. It remains unclear how
the interaction of adhesamine induces clustering of heparin
sulfate/syndecans. Presumably, newly generated surfaces of
heparan sulfate upon interactions with multiple adhesamine
molecules drive the formation of mesoscale assemblies. Self-
assembly of small molecules (aggregators) is increasingly
observed in drug screening,20 and our study provides another
important example of such bioactive molecules. Increasing
evidence also suggests that cell-surface heparan sulfate is
important for the attachment and differentiation of clinically
important cells, including human ES cells and iPS cells.21 The

Figure 7. Effect of syndecan knockdown on adhesamine-enhanced cell
spreading. NIH3T3 cells were transfected with siRNA for syndecan-1,
-2, or -4, and incubated for further 2 days. The cells were cultured for 1
h on 96-well plates with DMSO (1%) or adhesamine (60 μM). The
number of round and spread cells was counted and normalized to that
of DMSO. The values represent the mean ± SE. *P < 0.05 compared
with the control (n = 6).

Figure 8. Effects of adhesamine on survival of transplanted cells.
NIH3T3/Luc cells (5 × 105 cells) were subcutaneously injected into
8-mm full-thickness excisional skin wound in mouse models.
Luciferase assays were performed at each indicated time. Individual
tracings are (red squares) with Matrigel (50 μL of a 10 mg/mL
solution), (blue circles) with adhesamine and (black triangles) without
adhesamine (50 μL of a 50 μg/mL [∼60 μM] solution). Differences
among the three groups were statistically evaluated by one-way
ANOVA followed by Fisher’s PLSD test. Adhesamine improved cell
survival and resulted in statistically higher survival than the control on
days 1 and 5. *P < 0.05 compared with the control group (n = 3 or 5).

Figure 9. The effects of adhesamine on the lung metastasis. Luciferase-
labeled B16-BL6 melanoma cells were injected from mouse tails
together with adhesamine (50 μL of a 50 μg/mL [∼60 μM] solution)
or Matrigel (50 μL of a 10 mg/mL solution). The attachment of B16-
BL6/Luc cells in mouse lungs was estimated by measuring the
luciferase activity in the lung tissue homogenates 2 h after inoculation
of B16-BL6/Luc cells into the tail vein. **P < 0.01 compared with the
control group (n = 3).
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results of the present study might provide a basis for the design
of assembly-inducing small molecules that are useful for
biological and medical applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC). ITC experiments were

performed at 25 °C using a MicoCal iTC200 microcalorimeter.
Adhesamine and its analogues were titrated with 17 × 2 μL injections
of glycosaminoglycans (1 mM of heparin oligosaccharides, 25 or 50
μM of heparin, 100 μM of chondroitin sulfate A). The concentrations
of adhesamine and its analogues are measured by HPLC (peak area at
254 nm). The titrations were performed in a 50 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 6.0) containing 10 mM NaCl and 2% (v/v) DMSO. The raw data
of these titrations are provided in Supporting Information.
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). DLS measurements were

performed on a DLS standard setup with He−Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm)
and an Avalanche Photo Diode (APD, ALV, Langen, Germany)
mounted on a CGS-5022F goniometer with an ALV-5000/EPP multi-
tau digital correlator (both ALV, Germany). Reactant solutions were
filtered (0.45 μm; Pall Corporation) prior to mixing and were
transferred to the cylindrical cuvettes with the diameter of 10 mm after
the mixing for 30 min. All the measurements were performed at 25 °C
under a temperature controlled environment, and the scattering angle
was fixed at 90°. The sample buffer used is 50 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 6.0) containing 10 mM NaCl and 2% (v/v) DMSO.
Visualization of Syndecans-1, -2, and -4. 96-well glass bottom

black microtiter plates (Greiner Bio One) were used for immunostain-
ing of syndecans. A 100 μL NIH3T3 cell suspension in serum-free
culture medium (DMEM, Gibco) was added to each well (5 × 103

cells/well). After incubation for 24 h, the following compounds were
added to each well: adhesamine (6 or 60 μM), fibronectin (10 μg/
mL), and DMSO (1%). A 60 μM dose of adhesamine exhibited higher
activity than a 6 μM dose with NIH3T3 cells under the conditions we
used. We therefore used the 6 or 60 μM doses throughout the present
studies. After a 2-h incubation at 37 °C, non-adhered cells were
removed by washing once with PBS. The cells were fixed for 15 min at
room temperature with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde, permeabilized
with 0.2% (w/v) Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min, and then blocked
with 5% BSA in PBS overnight at 4 °C. The cells were then treated
with anti-syndecan antibodies in the blocking solution for 1 h, followed
by PBS wash and treatment with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-
rabbit IgG or Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, in the
blocking solution for 1 h. The cells were washed three times with PBS
after each step. The cells were also co-stained with DAPI and
rhodamine phalloidin to visualize the nucleus and actin stress fiber,
respectively. The cells were observed in PBS buffer containing 50%
(w/v) glycerol. The confocal images of the cells were captured with a
Cell Voyager CV1000 (Yokogawa Electric Corp.) with laser excitation
at 561 nm for actin stress fiber, 488 nm for syndecan, and 405 nm for
nucleus. The data were analyzed by using an Image-J Software
(National Institutes of Health). The numbers of clustering syndecans
per cell were counted and statistically analyzed. Student’s t test was
used to examine the difference between the negative control and the
treatment groups. The results represent the means ± SD (n = 9 cells).
Three independent experiments were performed for validation. More
detailed procedure of quantification of the syndecan clustering is
provided in the Supporting Information.
Animal Studies. Male ICR mice (5- or 15-week-old) and male

C57BL/6 mice (5-week-old) were maintained on standard food and
water under conventional housing conditions. The protocols for
animal experiments were approved by the Animal Experimentation
Committee of Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences of Kyoto
University. Detailed animal experiments are described in the
Supporting Information.
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